FACEBOOK FOR ULA RURAL & SMALL LIBRARIES COMMITTEE

(Closed group is without the “ULA” part.)

We have a “closed group” on Facebook, still under construction, which will allow us to discuss issues of interest amongst ourselves. A Facebook group creates a communication network that only serves those who have joined, so we can collaborate and address issues that apply to our situations.

To join, you must either have an invitation from the group, or you can make a request to join, which will be accepted by the administrators. This isn’t exclusive or elite, it will just help us keep our focus and spend our time on our particular interests.

To join the Facebook “closed group”

- Go to your own Facebook page, on the left, click “Discover Groups”, type “Rural & Small Libraries Committee”, and click the one that says “Closed Group”. Click “join”, which will send a request to the page administrators, which will be accepted, & at that point, you can view and make comments & posts with the rest of the group. Or………
- Click this link: https://www.facebook.com/groups/325470587800735/ and click “Join” as above.

If you have any suggestions or better directions for this page and its members, please send an email, as closed groups can be slightly different than the usual Facebook page and we can update the process.
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